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1. Introduction. A subset X of Euclidean w-space 7?" which is homeo-

morphic to an Euclidean polyhedron is called tame by Fox-Artin [4](2) pro-

vided there is a homeomorphism of 7?" onto itself which carries X onto an

Euclidean polyhedron. A question that naturally arises is under what condi-

tions will a homeomorph of an Euclidean polyhedron be tame.

As a step toward the solution of this problem Harrold [6] shows that an

arc or simple closed curve in 7?3 with a certain property <P (defined below)

has a complement which is homeomorphic to the complement of its proto-

type, an evident necessary condition for being tame.

In this paper an extension of the definition of property <P to &-cells in 7?3,

k — l, 2, or 3, is made, and an extension of the result of Harrold to fe-cellsis

made at the cost of imposing an extra condition which is always fulfilled when

k = l. The techniques used are those of Harrold, and depend strongly on the

results of Alexander [l]. Much use is made of the concept of a semi-linear

map as used by Graeub [5] and Moise [9]. As in Harrold-Moise [7], the set

K is called locally polyhedral at a point p provided there is a neighborhood of

p which meets TC in a finite (or null) polyhedron. The set K is called locally

polyhedral modulo C if it is locally polyhedral at each point of the complement

of C.
2. Definitions and notation. Euclidean k-space will be denoted by 7?* and

a fixed rectangular Cartesian coordinate system will be assumed chosen for

7?*. The closure of a subset A of a space 7? will be denoted ,by Cl« A, or simply

CI A if it is clear from the context what space R is meant. The boundary of A

in 7? will be denoted by BR(A) and is defined to be [C1B J4]n[ClB(7?\^)],

where X\ Y denotes the set of points in X but not in Y. The set Ek is defined

to be the set of all points (xi, • ■ • , x*) of 7?* such that O^x.gl for each

* = 1, • • • , k, and Ck denotes a topological image of Ek in 7?3 for k = 1, 2, or 3.

The image Ch will be called a &-celI and a 0-cell is defined to be a point. The

symbol C without a superscript is to be interpreted as a &-cell for some

k = l, 2, or 3, and the term "a cell" as "a Jfe-cell for k = 0, 1, 2, or 3."
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If h is any homeomorphism of Ek onto C for k = 1, 2, or 3, that subset of

C which is the image under h of BRkiEk) is denoted by dC, and is seen not

to depend on h. If C is a 0-cell, dC is defined to be the null set. An open

&-cell is a homeomorph of Ek\BRkiEk), and a ^-sphere is a homeomorph of

BRk+1 iEk+1). A 2-cell (an open 2-cell) will occasionally be called a disk (an

open disk).

If if is a 2-sphere in R3 then Int K and Ext K will be used to denote

respectively the bounded and unbounded domains complementary to K (see

[11, Theorem 5.3]).

The null set will be denoted by □• The symbol 5(^4) denotes the diameter

of the set A, defined as usual by 5(^4) =supffl,i,e^ dia, b) where dia, b) denotes

Euclidean distance. Two sets A and B are called separate in R provided

AC\C\r B = Bf\C\R A=U-
The topological product of two spaces M and N is denoted by MXN.

Two continuous maps /0 and /i of A into B are said to be homotopic (in B)

if there is a continuous map F (called a homotopy) of A XEl into B which

agrees with /0 on A XO and with /i on ^4X1. When fa and /i are homeomor-

phisms, then a homotopy F of /o and fi is called an isotopy provided the re-

striction of F to A Xt is a homeomorphism for each t in El.

2.11 Definition. Let § denote the non-null class of all homeomorphisms of

Ek=E1XEk~l onto C, and let

Zk = {T | T = hix X E^1) for some x in El and hin&}.

2.12 Definition. For each h in § let

Xl = { T G £* | T = hix X Ek~l) for some x in E1}.

It is evident that if T€£Xk then C\T is either connected or consists of

exactly two components A0 and Ai and that .4,\JF = C1(.40 is a &-cell,

i = 0, 1.

It is well known that the collection of all closed subsets of C forms a metric

space under the Hausdorff metric [8] a which is defined as follows.

2.13 Definition. oiA, B) =max [sup0e^ dia, B), sup&Gs diA, b)].

By the remark following Definition 2.12 if F££* then C\T may be writ-

ten as M'KJN', where M' is a component of C\T and N' is either a component

of C\T or the null set. Letting M = M'\JT and N = N"UT, T determines a

triple of non-null closed subsets (F, M, N) of C. For any pair Ti, Ti of ele-

ments of %k, make the following definition.

2.14 Definition.

piTh Ti) = o-iTu T») + min [<r(Jf u Mi) + <riNi, N2), «r(Afi, A^) + <riNi, Jf,)].

Evidently p(F, F)=0, and if p(7\, F2)=0 then <r(ri, F2)=0 so that

7\ = 7Y For any triple Tu Ti, Tz of elements of %k and a proper choice of

notation
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P(Tx, Tz) = a(Ti, Tz) + <r(Mi, M2) + <r(Ni, Nz),

and

p(Tz, T3) = c(Tz, T3) + a(M2, M3) + a(N2, N3).

Adding these two and using the triangle inequality for a gives

p(rlt T2) + p(T2, Tt) ^ <r(Th T3) + a(Mu M3) + a(Nh N3) ^ p(Th T3).

Thus p is a metric on. Xk.

The superscript of Xk will hereafter be omitted when no loss of clarity

results.

2.21 Definition. For every TGX and e>0 define ty(T, e) as the set of all

KGR* satisfying the following conditions:

1. K is a topological 2-sphere.

2. TClntK.
3. K is locally polyhedral modulo C.

4. Kr\C=Tx\JTt, where Tif\T2 = 0, where 7\=D or TtGXfor »-l, 2,
and where if TQdC, then T2 = □.

5. KGS(T, e).
It is evident that both X and ty(T, e) depend on the cell C. Since with

few exceptions only one cell C will be under consideration, this dependence is

not indicated in the notation. However, when this is not the case, these sets

will be denoted by X(C) and ty(C, T, e) respectively.

2.22 Definition. C will be said to have property <P provided that for each

TGX and e>0 the set ty(T, e) is non-null.

2.23 Definition. C will be said to have property <P relative to a subset Xo

of X provided for every e>0 and TGXo the set ty(T, e) is non-null.

2.31 Definition. For every TGX and e>0 let T)(T, e) denote the set of all

DQR3 such that

1. D is a topological 2-cell.

2. dDr\C=0-
3. Dr\CGX.
4. D is locally polyhedral modulo C.

5. p(T,DC\C)<(.
6. If C\D has two components Cx and C2, then there is an tj > 0 such that if

N is a connected set meeting both G and C2 with 8(N) <r), then N meets D also.

2.32 Definition. C will be said to have the disk property relative to a subset

Xo of X provided T)(T, e) is non-null for every e>0 and TGXo- If C has the disk

property relative to the whole set X, then it will simply be said that C has the disk

property.

2.33 Definition. C will be said to have the uniform disk property relative

to a subset Xo of X provided to each co > 0 there corresponds a 5 > 0 such that if

TGXo and e>0 there is a D in £)(r, e) with d(dD, C)>8 and DGS(T, u).
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When C has the uniform disk property relative to Xh for each h in §, C will be

said to have the uniform disk property.

2.4 Definition. C will be said to have the enclosure property provided for

each e>0 there is a polyhedral topological 2-sphere K in SiC, e) with CCInt K.

3. Relations between the metrics. The metric p is chosen for X in prefer-

ence to the somewhat more simple metric a chiefly because <r does not have the

property described in this lemma.

3.1 Lemma. If Ui, Ui, and T are elements of X such that T separates Ui

and Ui on C, then there is a 0>O such that every element T' of X with p(F, T')

<0 separates U\ and Ui on C.

Proof. The notation may be assumed chosen so that MoD Ui and N0~D Ui

where Mo and A^o are the components of C\T. If T'E.X is disjoint from Ui

and Ui and does not separate Ui and Ui on C, then both Ui and Ui lie in the

same component Mo of C\T'. Choose pi^Ui, i = l, 2 and let M = Mo^JT,

N = NoVJT, M' = Ma'\JT', and N'^No'KJT' where Ni is either null or the

component of C\T' other than M0'. Then

p(F, 7") ^ min [<r(ilf, M') + c iN, N'), *iM, N') + aiN, M')],

so

p(7, T') ^ min [aiM, M'), aiN, ML)],

or

p(7, T') ^ min     sup <f(M, p), sup diN, p)   ;
LpGM' j>£M' J

or

p(7, T') S; min [rf(M, p2), diN, /»,)]•

But piGUiCN while piGUiCM, so ft = min [diM, pi), diN, pi)]>Q. Also
TC\iUi\JUi) = n, so0i = diT, Ui\JUi)>0. Hence/3 = min (ft, ft) is positive
and independent of T'. Further, if p(F, T') <0, then the assumption that T'

does not separate Ui and Ui on C leads to a contradiction.

3.2. Lemma. If FGI and 5>0 then there is an rj>0 such that the comple-

ment of SiT, S) lies in Ext Kfor every K in ^(F, v).

Proof. Choose p^R3 and r sufficiently large that 5(F, 8)(ZSip, r). Then

R = R3\Sip, r) is connected and disjoint from 5(F, S/n) for each w = l,

2, • • • , and hence determines a component Rn of R3\S (F, S/n) for each n.

The sequence {Rn} is monotone nondecreasing and has as limit Ui?„, which is

clearly in R3\T. But any point x of R3\T can be joined to R by an arc Ax in

R3\T and if S/n is less than <f(F, Ax^JR) then Ax and hence x is in R„. Thus
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the reverse inclusion (7?3\r)CU7?„ also holds and U7?„ = 7?3\r. This means

that any closed set disjoint from T lies in 7?„ for all sufficiently large n. In

particular, for the assigned 5 there is an N such that the complement of

S(T, 8) lies in RN. Now if -n<d(T, Rn) and KGP(T, rj), then 7?^ is an un-

bounded set in the complement of K and hence 7?)vCExt K. Since the com-

plement of S(T, 8) lies in RN, the desired n has been found.

3.3 Corollary. A cell has property "P (property <P relative to Xo) if and

only if for each e>0 and TGX (TGXo) there is a K in ty(T, e) with Int KQS
(T, e).

4. Property <P and the disk property.

4.1. Theorem. In order that C have property <P (property <P relative to Xo)

it is necessary and sufficient that for every e>0 and TGX (TGXo) there be a

K in ty(T, e) satisfying the following two conditions:

1. (KVIntK)GS(T, e).
2. If KC\C has two components, Ux and U2, then T separates Ux and U2

on C.

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious, so suppose C has property 4? (property

<Prelative to Xo) and let e>0 and TGX (TGXo) be assigned. Two cases arise.

Case 1. TC\dC=dT. Then T = h(aXEk~1) for some hG§ and 0<a<l,
and Afi = Uosx<o h(xXEk~l) and M2 = \Ja<x^x h(xX.Ek~l) are the components

of C\T. Let pi be a point of Mit i = l, 2, and let 77 = min [e, d(T, px),

d(T, p2) ]. Then ty(T, n) Gty(T, e) since tj <e, so it will suffice to show there is

a K in ty(T, 77) meeting the requirements. Corollary 3.3 guarantees there is a

K in ty(T, 77) with Int KGS(T, 7;), and this, together with 5 of Definition

2.21 means that this K satisfies condition 1.

Now let i be either 1 or 2. Since d(pit T)^n and (TCUInt K)GS(T, if),

pi is in Ext K. So CI Mi = Mi\JT contains £,EExt K and TCInt K, so
KnCl Mi = KC\(M}JT) = 7CfW,^D. Thus Kr\Mi= UiGX by 4 of Defini-
tion 2.21. But since T separates Mx and M2 on C, it must also separate

Ui = Mif\K and U2 = M2H\K on C, so condition 2 is satisfied.

Case 2. TGdC. Then Corollary 3.3 guarantees condition 1 and condition

2 is vacuously fulfilled, for condition 4 of Definition 2.21 requires that KC\C

have but one component.

4.2. Definition. Let ^*(T, e) denote the set of all spheres of %(T, e)

satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 4.1.

In terms of this notation Theorem 4.1 states that C has property <P

(relative to Xo) if and only if ^*(T, e) is non-null for every TGX (TGXo) and

e>0.

4.3. Lemma. If TGX and e>0, then there is a /3>0 such that whenever

KGty*(T, j3) and Ti is a component of KC\C, then p(T, Tx) <e.
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Proof. Let e>0 and T£X be assigned. Then C may be written as CiUCt

where T = hixoXEk~1) for some &G§ and G and Ci are the images under h

of Uogzgx0 hixXEk-x) and Ul0gxgi hixXEk~l) respectively. Each d is a cell

(one is of dimension k and the other of dimension k or £ — 1 according as

TC\dC is d T or F) and is therefore uniformly locally connected. That is, for

i = l and i — 2 there is an co<>0 such that if t£T and pG.Ci with d(<, />)<«,-

then some connected subset C/ of Ci with 5(C/) <e/4 contains both t and p.

Ii dj^T, straightforward application of the uniform continuity of h

produces an xtj^xo meeting the following conditions:

4.31 n =hixiXEk~1) is a subset of C,.

4.32 dit, T')<Ui for all t£-T.

4.33 d[hix, y), T]+d[hix, y), Ti ]<e/4 for all x between xt and x0 and

any y in £*_1.

For t = l, 2 let ft-= min [d(F, 77), e/4] or ft=l according as Cs^F or

C, = F, and let j3 = min (ft, ft).
Suppose now that KG'iP*(F, 0) and that Fi is a component of KC\C. The

inclusion FiCG is assumed as a notational convenience. If J is any point of

T then by 4.32 there is a t{ G F/ with dit, t{) <wi and hence a connected sub-

set Q of G with 5(0) <e/4 which contains both t and t{. But FCInt K and,

since ifUInt KQSiT, 0) and d(F, F/) >ft T{ CExt X. The set Q therefore
meets both Int K and Ext K, and must meet K, so /iGQ^-K may be chosen.

That Kr\Ci = Ti follows from condition 2 of Theorem 4.1 and the choice of

the sets G and C2, so since QC\KCCiC\K, h is a point of 7\. Then d(/, Fi)

^d(/, <0^5(<2)ge/4. But / was arbitrary in F so sup,er dit, Fi)=e/4.

Since Ti(ZK(ZSiT, 0), it follows that sup^r, diT, h) <j8^e/4. Combining

these yields <riT, Ti) 2»e/4.
Now let (F, Ci, Ci) and (Fi, Af, A7) be the triples of sets in the expression

for piT, Ti) where N contains T. Since C2 is connected and FiCCi, this re-

quires CiCN and MCCi, so that suppgjif dip, G)=sup fleCj diN, q)=0.

This means that

PiT, Ti) = <r(F, Ti) + sup diM,p) + sup diq, C2).

But if pG.Ci, then p—hix, y) where 0^xgx0 and yG-E4-1. Ii x<xi then

p£M so d(Af, />) =0, and if Xi^x-^xo, then, by 4.33 together with the fact

that the choice of 0 implies Ti CM, <£(M, p)^diT{, p)^e/i. Similarly, if

q(EN then q = hix, y) with Xi^x^l so either xo^x, in which case gGC2

and d(g, C2) =0, or Xi^xgxo, so that by 4.33, diq, C2) ̂ d(g, F) <e/4. Com-

bining, p(F, F0ge/4+e/4+e/4<e.

4.4. Theorem. If C has property <P irelative to Xh), then C has the disk

property irelative to Xh).

Proof. Let FGX iTCXh) and e>0 be assigned. Then C\T may be written

as NiVJNi, where A7! is a component and Af2 is either a component or null.
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Since T = h(xXEk~1) for some //■£§ (the given h) and some x Ni^JT is a

jfe-cell. Choose PxGNx and let fii=d(pi, T). By Lemma 4.3 there is a ft>0

such that if KGty*(T, ft) and 7\ is a component of KP\C, then p(T, Ti) <e.

Let /3 = min (ft, ft) and choose ZE<|5*(^ ft-
Now K(~\C has either a single component 7\ or two components Tx and

Ti according as N2 is null or not, and this together with the choice of /3 and

condition 1 of Theorem 4.1 guarantees that KC^Mi^O so that KC^Mi

= TiGX is but a notational convenience.

If T2?± □, then T2GX. K is then a topological 2-sphere with 7\ and 7"2 a

pair of disjoint (k— l)-cells on K. K is, then, the image of the unit spherical

surface W under a homeomorphism g which maps V onto Ti where V is the

point (1, 0, 0), or the set {(x, y, 0)G7?3|x2+y2 = l and x^O}, or the set

{(x, y, z)£7?3|x2+y2+z2 = l and x^O}, according as C is a 1-cell, a 2-cell,

or a 3-cell. The set g~l(T2) is disjoint from V so for some a>0, {CI [ W\S

(V, a)]}r\{g-\T2)}=n- If X = WnS(V, a), then dX is a simple closed
curve separating g~*(T2) and V = g~*(Tx) on W. Then S = g(dX) is a simple

closed curve separating Tx and T2 on K.

If 7~2 is null 5 may be chosen to be any simple closed curve on K\C. In

either case then, the curve S divides K into two closed disks, one of which

meets C at Tx and at no other points. Call this disk D. It will now be shown

that D, T, and e have the six properties of Definition 2.31.

1. D is a topological 2-cell by the Schoenflies theorem.

2. dD = S and SGK\C so dDnC=n.
3. DC\C=TxGX.
4. DGK so D is locally polyhedral mod C by 3 of Definition 2.21.

5. p(T, DC\C) =p(T, Tx) <e by choice of 0 and K.
6. Since Kr\Nx = Tx and K separates ££Ext K horn TCInt K on

Nx^JT, (NiVJT)\Ti may be written as the union of Ci = Nir\Ext K contain-

ing p and Ct = (NxKJT)r\Int K containing T. Since (CI Nx)r\(C\ N2) is null

or T according as A^ is null or not, it follows that G and N2 are separate so

that Tif^d N2 — □ and the two components of C\7\ must be G and C2VJN2.

Thus w>0 can be taken less than d[Tu N2VJ(K\D)] so that N2r\S(Tu «) = □

and KC\S(Ti, «) =DnS(Tu co).
It is asserted that there is then an rj >0 such that if M is a connected set

meeting both G and C2VJA^2 with 5(M)<?7, then MCS(Tlt «). For if this

is not the case for i — l, 2, ■ ■ ■ there is a connected set Mi with 5(Mi) <l/i

and a triple of points, piGMiCsCi, qiGMiC\(Cz^JNz) and riGM, with

d(r,-, r0>w. By a standard procedure a subsequence of indices ki,

k2, ■ ■ ■ can be chosen such that {pki\, {qki\ and {rki\ all converge, and it is

readily seen that they must all have the same limit point q. As the limit of

{/>*,■} CCi and {qki] CC2\JN2, q must lie in (CI Ci)nCl (CJJNz) = Tx, con-
tradicting the fact that as the limit of {rki\, d(q, TO^co. Hence the asserted

tj exists, and is the number required to fulfil condition 6. For suppose M is
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connected, 5(M) <n, and M meets both G and C1VJN1. Then MQSiTi, ui)

so MCsNtCSiTi, a)r\Ni = n and M meets both GCExt K and GCInt if.
This requires that M meet K and Mr\KCKnSiTu a) =DPi5(Fi, w).

Thus DGQiT, e)^D, and C has the disk property (relative to !&)•

5. The interior radii.

5.1. Theorem. If Xo is any compact subset of X and C has property <P

relative to Xo, then for each e>0 there is ay>0 such that for every FGSo the

inequality sup^e^'tr,.) d(F, K)>y holds.

Proof. Let 7(F, e) denote the supremum in the statement of the theorem.

If the conclusion is false, then for each integer n there is a F„ in Xo such that

Y(F„, e)gl/«. Since Xo is compact, some subsequence {F„,} converges to

FoGXo, and to simplify the notation it will be assumed that {Fn} converges

to To. Now <jp*(Fo, e/2) is non-null from the hypothesis that C has property

<P relative to Xo and Theorem 4.1, so choose i£G?*(Fo, e/2).

For any fixed i there is ap^T, and a q(£K such that

(5.11) dip, q) = diTi, K).

So for any r^To, dip, q)+dip, r)^diq, r), or

(5.12) diTit K) ^ diq, r) - dip, r).

Since FoCInt K, i(F0, K)=2u>0, and d(r/, r)^d(F0, K), so 5.12 yields

(5.13) diTi, K)^2u- dip,r).

But r was arbitrary in F0, so

diTi, K) ^ 2<o -   inf   <*(/>, r) = 2w - <f(/>, F0),

and, since p(F,-, T0)^dip, F0), rf(F<, X)^2co-p(F,-, F0). But {F,} converges

to To so there is an Mi such that for all i > Mi, piTt, To) <co. Combining these

facts,

(5.14) i > Mi    implies    diTi, K) ^ 2co - a> = w.

Now if xG-R3 is such that d(x, F0) <co, since i(F0, X) =2co, then xGInt if.

But if i>Mi, piTi, To) <co so dix, To) <to for every x in F,-, i.e.,

(5.15) i> Mi   implies    Ft- C Int K.

Let 3 be any point of XUInt K. Since ifUInt KQSiTo, e/2), there is a

point r of F0 such that d(r, q) <e/2. Corresponding to this r there is a ptCTi

such that <Z(r, pt)=dir, TJ^piTo, Tt). Then d(p,-, q)^dip{, r)+dir, q)

gp(F0, F0+e/2. But there is an Mi such that if i>M2 then p(F0, F0<e/2.

For such i the above inequality is d{r, pi) f£e/2 + e/2 = e. So, given q arbitrary

in K\Jlnt K and i>Mi there is a piCTi such that d(<7, £0 <e. The point pi
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depends on q, but the M2 depends only on the convergence of { Ti} to T0. So

(5.16) * > Mz   implies    K U Int K C S(Tit e).

Suppose now that KC\C= UxVJU2 where Ux and Uz are in X. Then since

KGP*(Xo, e/2), condition 2 of Theorem 4.1 requires that To separate Ux

and Uz on C. By Lemma 3.1, if p(7\, To) is less than some fixed ft>0, Ti also

separates Ux and Uz on C, so there is an M3 such that this is the case for all

i>M3. If TC AC does not have two components take M3 = l. In any case then

i > M3 implies when K C\ C has two components

(5.17)
they are separated on C by Ti.

Now let J17 = max (Mx, Mz, M3), and suppose i>M. Then K satisfies

conditions 1,3, and 4 of Definition 2.21 for the set ^3(7\-, e) by virtue of being

in 93*(Zo, e/2), since these conditions do not involve the T and e. But 5.15

and 5.16 are valid since i>M, so conditions 2 and 5 of Definition 2.21 are also

satisfied and KGty(Ti, e). Conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 4.1 are both ful-

filled by K, Ti, and e by virtue of 5.16 and 5.17. Thus *> M implies KGty*
(Ti, e).

But then y(Tit e)^d(Tit K), so from 5.14, i>M implies y(Tit e)>co.

Since y(Ti, e)<l/i by choice, this is a contradiction and the theorem is

established.

5.2. Theorem. Xa is an arc in X for every h in §.

Proof. Define <b:El-*Xh bv

<t>(x) = h(xXEk~l) =dTx.

It is obvious that <b is 1-1 and onto. Let XxGE1 and w>0 be assigned. Since

h is uniformly continuous, there is a 0>O such that whenever |x2 —Xi| <d,

then d[h(xx, y), h(xit y) ] <w/3 for all y in JS*-1. Let Mt be the set {h(x, y) | 0
rgx^Xi}, and TV,- be {h(x, y)\xi&x£l}, i = l, 2. Then p(Tu T2)=o(Ti, Tz)

+o(Mi, M2)+o(Ni, N2), and an elementary calculation shows each of the

terms on the right is less than co/3. Thus <b is a continuous 1-1 map of a com-

pact space onto a Hausdorff space and must be topological, so Xh is an arc.

5.3. Corollary. If C has property <P relative to Xh and Tx denotes the

(k — l)-cell h(xXEk~1), then for each e > 0 there is ay>0 such that for all x in

El the inequality y(Tx, e) >y holds.

6. The construction lemmas. Let h be a fixed homeomorphism of Ek onto

Cand let a be a point of To\dT0, where 7^ denotes h(xXEk~1), O^x^l. Since

a£Cl (7?3\C), well known results in the theory of accessibility assure that

there is an arc A' from a point ai to a which meets C only at a. If A" is a

topological ray in RZ\C with initial point ai, then A'KJA" contains a topologi-

cal ray A which meets C only at its initial point a.
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Similarly a topological ray B meeting Conly at its initial point &GFi\dFi

can be chosen, and the two rays A and B may be taken disjoint and locally

polyhedral modulo C.

A partial order on the elements of X is now defined by T<U provided

both the conditions T separates A and U on AVJCVJB and U separates T

and B on AKJC^JB are met. This order is extended to the set consisting of all

elements of T and all points of A\JB by U<T and T< V lor every choice

of USA, FG B, and Fan element of X which separates A and B on A UCWB.

For each T in the set on which this order is defined it will be convenient to

let i/^(F) and ©(F) denote the components of (^4UCUJ5)\F containing an

unbounded subset of A and an unbounded subset of B respectively. It is

easily verified that T< U holds if and only if both FUc/f(F)C<^(c7) and
#(F)D£/U<B(c7).

It should also be noted that for elements of X the order relation depends

only on the choice of aGF0\3Fo and &GFi\dFi, and not on the choice of

rays A, B, from a, b. In the remainder of this section h, A, and B will be as-

sumed chosen and fixed.

6.1. Lemma. Let D, Ki, T and e>0 be related as follows:

1. TSX and separates A and B on AKJC^JB.

2. Key*iT, e).
3. KC\C= UiUUi where both Ui and Ui are in X.
4. Either Ui < T< U< Ui or Ui<U<T< Ui, where DC\C= UEX.
5. D<=X>iU, co) for every w>0.

6. iDVJKi)n<iA\JB) = n.
7. didD, C)>e.

Then there is a Ki in $*(F, e) with KiC\C either UiUU or Z7W c72 according

as T<U or U<T.

Proof. Suppose Ui<T< U< Ui. Then these four sets are pairwise disjoint

and U separates Ui and Z72 on C. Since USX, there is a gG£> such that

U = gix XEk~l) for some x with 0 <x < 1, for neither g(0 X£*_1) nor g(l X-E*-1)

can separate Ui and Ui. Consequently C\U=zAKJeB where zA contains Ui

and F, <8 contains Ui, and zA\J U is a &-cell. An arc E in zAVJ U with one end-

point in U, the other in Ui and otherwise disjoint from C/W Ui can be con-

structed. Since F separates Ui and U on C, E meets F so a sub-arc E' of E

meeting both T and U and not meeting Ui can be found. Then TVJ UVJE'

is a connected set in the complement of Ki so since FCInt Ki, U also is in

Int Ki.
Thus Z>fMnt Ki9*\3, and since KiKJInt KiCSiT, e)C5(C, e) while

didD, C)>e, DC\Ext Ki^H so that K^D^O. Since DC\Cr\Ki = UnKi
and C/CInt Ku Dr\Cf~\Ki=n so both D and Kx are locally polyhedral in
some neighborhood Fof D(~\Ki containing no points of CUdD, and Fmay be

taken disjoint from A\JB also by condition 6 of the hypothesis. By shifting
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the vertices of D which lie in V a distance so small that no point of D outside

V is moved, D and Ki may be brought into relative general position. Then

Df\Ki will consist of a finite collection of mutually disjoint simple closed

curves sx, s2, • • • , s„.

Each sk bounds a unique sub-disk Dk of D and a pair of disks Xk and Yk

on Kx, where Yk contains Ux. An arc c of C can be chosen so that c meets dC

only at its two end points o and o. Then AUcVJB is a topological line and

hence a continuous 1-cycle, so the theory of linkages may be applied to

AVJcVJB and the curves sk. The arc c may be chosen so that it meets each

of the sets Ux, U, and U2 in a single point, so that for any choice of k either

XknC= Uz, YknC= Ux and DkC\C= Uor ItPiC=D, YkC\C= Ux\JUz, and
Dk(~\C= □ according as sk links A\Jc\JB or not. Thus if any sk fails to link

A\Jc\JB, the corresponding Xk is a sub-disk of K\( UxU U2) and an index j

can be found so that XjC^D=Sj. For this j the set (D\D,)\JXj is a disk, and

a neighborhood V of X,- can be chosen so that VC\(A WCU73) = □ and

FHDn^CA'y. Then (D\Dj)KJXj can be deformed away from X,- semi-

linearly so that no point outside V is moved, and the resulting disk D* has

the same boundary and intersection with AKJCKJB as D but has at least one

less component of intersection with Kx which fails to link A\Jc\JB. This

process can be repeated and after doing so a finite number of times a new disk

D is found such that each sk in DC\Kx links A\Jc\JB.

That 7>n7sTi7^n follows from the fact that the new D, like the old,

contains Z/CInt 7m and dTJCExt Kx, so there is an index i such that DiC^Kx

= Si. Let Kz=YiKJDt. Since s{ links AKJcKJB, YiHC= Ux and 7?<nC= 77,
so Kzf\C= Ui^JU and 7m is the required set if it can be shown to be in

ty*(T, e). To show this it must first be shown that ®zGP(T, e), i.e., that Kt,

T, and e satisfy the five conditions of Definition 2.21.

1. Since D/^FjC-Di^-fM^i and 6\D,=3F,=s„ Kz is a topological 2-

sphere.
2. In order to prove TGInt Kz the fact that C\( t/,V7 U) has at most three

components is needed. To establish this the following more general statement,

which will be useful later, is to be proved.

6.11. If Vx and Vz are disjoint elements of X, then C\( Vx^J Vz) has at most

three components.

For if VxGX, then Vi=g(vXEk~v) for some g£§ and 0<Lv^l. Letting

7o= {(x, y, z)GEk\0^x<v} and 7i= {(x, y, z)GEk\v<x^l}, it is seen that

C\Vi is the union of M0=g(hXEk-1) and Afi=g(7iX£*-1). Further, MoWi

and MiKJVi are both fe-cells if v is neither 0 nor 1, and since the adjustment

needed in the following arguments when v = 0 or v = l are easily supplied, the

assumption 0 <v < 1 is made. Since M0 and Mi are topologically the same it is

also assumed without loss of generality that VzGMi. Then C\(FiUF2)

= (C\Vi)\V2 = AfoU(Mx\V2) and if this set has more than three components

Mx\V2 must have more than two, i.e., Mx\V2-NxWA^W/Vi where Mo, Nx, N2,
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and N3 are pairwise disjoint non-null sets and each Ni is a union of compon-

ents of Mi\Vt. But since F2 is in X, C\Vi has at most two components so at

least two of the sets Nit say Ni and Ni, have closures that meet Mo^JVi.

Since CI A^CCl Mi = Mi\JVu this requires that neither FiHCl Ni nor

F^Cl Ni be null. But Mi\JVi is a fc-cell and VxC\Vi= D, so there is a set
Mi which is topologically the product of Ek_1 and an open interval which con-

tains all points of Mi in some neighborhood of Vi. Thus A7! and A^ both meet

a connected subset of Mi\Vi, contradicting the choice of Ni and Ni. This

proves 6.11.

Applying 6.11 to the present situation yields that C\iUAJU) has com-

ponents M^JNVJR and that the two components of C\ U are zA = MSJ Ui^JN

and <B = R, where, it will be recalled, zA is the component of C\ U containing

Ui and F while UiCB. Since Ki(~\C= UiKJUt and Ki separates FCInt Ki

from AC\C = a in R3, it follows that the assumption that MVJA CExt Ki and

FCA^CInt ifi is but a notational convenience. Since N is connected and does

not meet Ki, if FCExt Ki then A^CExt Ki. Since M\JA is an unbounded

subset of the complement of Ki, ilAJ .4 CExt Ki also. But Ext Ki is locally

connected and since M and N have common limit points (in Ui), there are

arbitrarily small connected sets in the complement of Ki meeting both M

and N. If these sets are sufficiently small they must lie in a neighborhood of

Ui containing no point of D and hence do not meet Ki\KiCD. This requires

that they not meet Ki and affords a contradiction since AfCExt Ki and

ATCInt Ki.
3. Since both Kx and D are locally polyhedral mod C, KiQKAJD must

be also.

4. By construction Ki(~\C= UiVJU and both Ui and U are in X.
5. If p is any point of Ext Ki, then there is a topological ray J from p in

Ext Ki and jr\XiCJ(~\Ki = ri- But the disk Z>, is in XAJInt Ki so /OD;
= □ also. Hence jr\Ki = Jr\iXi\JDi) = □ so 7 is an unbounded subset of

the complement of Ki which requires that /, and a fortiori p, be in Ext Ki.

This proves Ext KiCExt Ki so that by complementation in R3, KiUlnt Ki

CKiVJlnt KiCSiT, e).
Thus Ki is in ^(F, e) and by the proof of 5, Ki satisfies condition 1 of

Theorem 4.1 also. That the second condition of that theorem is satisfied fol-

lows immediately from the hypothesis Ui<T<U. Thus if2G'iP*(F, e).

This completes the proof of the lemma for the case Ui<T< U< Ui, and

the only other possible case, Ui< U<T< Ui, can be made to depend on the

first case in the following way. Consider the effect upon the order relation and

the hypotheses and conclusion of the lemma if the names A and B are inter-

changed and h* = hr is used instead of h, where r is the homeomorphism of Ek

onto itself defined by r(xi, x2, • • • , xk) =(1— x%, x2, • • • , xk). Evidently the

new A and B are as required since F0 and Fx are interchanged, and since the

order relation is reversed as well as the sets Ui and Ui, the second case is

reduced to the first.
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6.2. Definition. For every TGXk and e>0 let Q,(T, e) denote the collection

of all KGR3 such that

1. K is a topological 2-sphere.

2. TCIntK.
3. K is locally polyhedral modulo C.

4. KC\ [A \J C^JB ] = LU7c where each of the sets L and R is either an element

of X or a point of (AVJB)\C.
5. L<T<R.
6. KGS(C, e).
It should be noted that 0(7", e) depends on h, A, and B. This dependence

is not indicated in the notation since in the applications h, A, and B will be

chosen and fixed.

6.3. Lemma. Let 0^xi<x2gl, TXi = h(xiXEk~i), KtG&(TXi, e) and

KiC\(AVJC\JB)=Li\JRi, * = 1, 2, be such that Li<L2<Ri<R2. Then there
is a K3 in £i(Txv e) with K3C\(AKJC\JB) = 7,iUR2 and (AVJCUB)r\lnt K3

= (^WCW73)Pi[(Int 7Ci)W(Int Kz)].

Proof. As before the adjustments needed for the cases where some or all

of the sets Lx, Rx, L2, R2 are points of (A^JB)\C are easily made, so only the

case where all are elements of X will be considered. As a preliminary step the

following statement is to be proved.

6.31. If KGO(T, e) then (4VJCUB)Hint K = B(L)\JtA(R).
Since L<T<R, L separates CC\A=a and T on C, R separates T and

b = Br\C, and each separates a and 6 on C, so the three components of

C\(7U7?) as guaranteed by 6.11 must be Ca, Cb, and Ct\ that is, the one con-

taining a, the one containing b, and the one containing T respectively. Thus

A\JCUB =A\JCaVL\JCtVR\JCbVB and since A^JCa and CBU73 are un-
bounded connected sets in the complement of K, they lie in Ext K. Hence

(A\JC\JB)C\\nt KGCt and, since Cr is connected, does not meet K, and

contains 7X1 Int K, the reverse inclusion also holds so

CT = (AKJCV E)(~\ Int K.

Now the two components *A(L) and B(L) of (AVJC^B)\L are then

AVJCa and CrVJ7?VJCBUB, and since L<T implies TGB(L) it follows that
<tA(L)=A\JCA and <B(L) = CrU7?VJCsUB. Similarly from T<R it is seen
that *A(R)=A\JCaVL\JCt while <B(7c) =CBUB. Thus *A(R)r\B(L)
= (^WCxWLWCr)r\(CrW7?UCBUB) = Cr which proves 6.31.

To proceed with the proof of Lemma 6.3, it is noted that since 7,i <7,2 <7?i

then L2 is in both <B(Lx) and <sA(Rx) so, by 6.31, L2 is in Int Kx and T^Int Kx

?*□■ But 7?i<7?2 so 7?2C<8(7?0 and, by 6.31, <B(7?0 is in Ext Kx. Thus 7C2
meets Ext K2 as well as Int Kx and TmHTm^D follows. Since KzCsKxCsC

= (L2KJRz)r\(Li^JRi) — \Z\ there is a neighborhood V of KiC\Kz containing

no points of A\JC\JB and both 7m and K2 are locally polyhedral at each

point of V. By shifting the vertices of K2 lying in 7 a distance so small that
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no point outside V is moved, Ki and Ki may be brought into relative general

position so that Ki(~\Ki is a finite collection of mutually disjoint simple

closed curves si, si, ■ ■ ■ , sn. Each sy bounds a pair of sub-disks X,-,- and F,;-

of Ki where Xij contains L{, i = l, 2.

Let an arc c be chosen in C so that it has only its end points a =AC\C and

b = CC\B in common with dC and meets each of the sets L\, Li, Ri, and i?2

in a single point. Now suppose 5* links A\JcVJB. Then none of the four disks

Xik, Xik, Yik, Yn bounded by sk can lie in the complement of A\JcKJB so

XikDLi and F.jO-R., i = l, 2. If on the other hand Sk does not link AKJcVJB
then each of the sets Xikr\iA\Jc\JB) and YikC\iA\JcyJB) must consist of

two points or no points for each choice of i, and since LiCZXik it follows that

RiCXik also and Yikr\iAVJc\JB) = □, i — 1, 2. No other possibilities exist,

since Sk either does or does not link AKJc^JB, so for any k either Rid. Yik for

both i = l and i = 2, or Fu and F2i are both disjoint from A\JC\JB.

If there is any index k such that Fi* is disjoint from AVJCVJB, then there

is evidently one such index j such that Fi3r>\if2=5y. Then Z= FiyWF2y is a

topological 2-sphere for Yijr\Yij= FiyP\A^2=sy and Sj = 3 Fiy = d F2y. Further,

Z is polyhedral since both Fiy and Yij are subsets of spheres which are locally

polyhedral mod C and neither Fiy nor F2y meets AKJCVJB. Beispeil III,

§3, [5] can be invoked here to produce a semi-linear map of R3 onto itself

throwing Fiy onto F2y and leaving AKJCKJB fixed, but the question of how

the interiors of Ki, Ki, and the interiors of their images under this map are

related would then arise. To avoid this difficulty an isotopy on R3 achieving

the above result is to be constructed.

There is a semi-linear homeomorphism / of R3 onto itself throwing Z onto

the surface of the unit cube E in R3 and evidently it may be supposed that if

E+ and E~~ denote the portions of the surface of E on and above and on and

below the xy-plane respectively, then /(Fiy) = E+ and /(F2y) = E~.

An isotopy gt (0^/^l) of R3 onto itself which throws E" onto E+ and

moves no point outside S(E, 5) with 6 arbitrarily small can be defined with no

difficulty, and there is no loss in taking gi semilinear. Then any point of

fiAyJCUB) which is interior (exterior) to fiKi) at the stage /=0 remains

interior (exterior) to gtfiKi) for each t, so that/-1gi/(i?2) has all the properties

required of the original Ki. The 5 may be taken so small that no point of

fiKi) lies interior to 5(£, 5) except /(F2y) and an arbitrarily small neighbor-

hood of/(F2y) relative to fiKi), and the isotopy may be defined so as to move

no point of fiKi) except /(F2y).

Consequently/-1gi/(X2) is (if2\F2y)W YXj and this sphere may be deformed

semi-linearly away from Ki in a neighborhood of Fiy so small that no point

of A^JC^JB is moved. The resulting sphere is a new Ki which has all the

properties required of the old and which has at least one less intersection Sk

with Ki which does not link A^JcVJB.

Thus after a finite number of repetitions a new Ki is obtained such that
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every component of its intersection with Ki links A^JcUB. Then each re-

maining Xu contains Li and not Ri, and an index p is found such that

Xlpr\Ki = sp. Let Kz = XipKJYip, and note that K3r\iA\JCKJB) = [Xip
H(iiUCUB) ]U [ YipC\iA\JC\JB) ] =Li\JRi. Thus in view of 6.31, K3 is the
desired sphere provided it can be shown to satisfy the six conditions of Defini-

tion 6.2 for being an element of !&iTxl, e).

1. Since Xipr\Yip = sp—dXip=dYip, Kz is a topological 2-sphere.

2. The proof that FxlCInt K3 is essentially a repetition of the argument

given to show FCInt Ki in the proof of Lemma 6.1 and hence need only

be outlined here. From jKpiGO(F»1, e) and Li<Li<Ri<Ri it is seen that

■zAiTXl)\Li has two components, zAiLi) in Ext K3 and N containing TXl.

If Fa:]CExt Kz, then A^CExt Kz and connected subsets of Ext K3 meeting

both N and zAiLi) with arbitrarily small diameters exist, for (CI N) f^iCl zA{Li)

= Li7^ □• But if the diameters of such sets are sufficiently small they are seen

to lie in a neighborhood of Li in which Kz and Ki are identical, and hence lie

in the complement of Ki. This contradicts FXlCInt Ku which cannot be false

ior KiGdiTxl, e).

3. KzCKiKJKt and hence is locally polyhedral modulo C for both Ki and

Ki are.

4. K3r\iAVJCVJB) =LiVJR2, and these are as required since they are

components of intersection of A\JCUB and Ki and Ki respectively.

5. That Li<Txi<Ri holds was shown above.

6. KzCKiVKiCSiC, e) as required.

This completes the proof.

7. The enclosure property.

7.1. Theorem. If there is anhSQ such that C has property <P relative to Xh

and the uniform disk property relative to Xh, then C has the enclosure property.

Proof. Let e>0 be assigned. Let A' and B' be a pair of topological rays

with initial points a=AT\C in Fo\dF0 and b=B'C\C in Ti\dTi respectively.

That such a pair of rays which are mutually disjoint and locally polyhedral

mod C exist was shown in the preceeding section. Let Wi denote min [e,

diT0, Ti)/2, diTo, B'), diTu A')] and choose Ko in «(J*(F0, coO and Ki in

^*iTi, wi). Let A" be the sub-arc of A' which is minimal with respect to

containing KoC\A'. By the choice of «i and the fact that T0GdC,K0r^C

= RoG.X and K0\C is an open disk so there is an arc A'" in K0\C with the

same end points as A". The arc A'" may be taken polyhedral and by further

subdividing it and shifting all of its vertices except one end point into Ext K0

a sufficiently small distance so as to introduce no new points of intersection

with BVJCVJKi the ray iA'\A")\JA'" is deformed into a ray A such that

AC\Ki = □. APiA'o =L0, a point, and AC\C = a, the initial point of A. A ray

B is constructed from B' in a similar manner so that Bf~\K0 = □> BH\Ki = R-_,

a point, and BC\C = b, the initial point of B.
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Now K0 and 7m are seen to be in Q.(T0, coO and Q(7"i, coO respectively, for

all of the six conditions of 6.2 are satisfied by virtue of the fact that Ki is in

ty*(Ti, Ux), i = 0, 1, except condition 4: KiC\(A\JCVJB) = Lt\JRi where each

of the sets 7,,- and Ri is either an element of X or a point of (A\JB)\C. But

KoC\(A\JCUB) =(K0r\A)VJ(K0r\C)V(Kor\B) =L0yJRo\JO where L0 is a

point of A and 7?0 is in X by construction. Similarly Kxf^(A\JCU73) = DULi

U7?i where Li is in X and 7?i is a point of 5.

Since T0C(Int 7m.) H (Ext Kx) and TiC(Int 7m) A (Ext 7C0) it is seen that

two real numbers p, q with 0<p < 1/2 <g<l can be chosen so that TxGInt Ka

for O^x^p and T"xCInt 7m for g^x^l. Let such a £ and q be chosen and

let M denote \Jp^x^qTx. The plan of proof will be first to show there is a Kp

in Q.(TP, e) such that J7CInt Kp, and then to apply Lemma 6.3 twice, first

to Ka and Kp and then to the resulting sphere and 7m, to obtain the desired

sphere. In order to construct Kp some preliminary steps are necessary.

If Xm denotes the subset of Xh consisting of all Tx in Xh with p^x^q,

Xm is evidently a sub-arc of Xh and hence is compact. If we let w2 denote

Min [coi, d(M, To^JTx^JAUB) ] and w3>0 be the number corresponding to w2

guaranteed by the hypothesis that C has the uniform disk property relative

to Xh', that is let w3 be such that if TzGXk and -n>0 there is a D in 1)(TZ, n)

with d(dD, C)>u3 and DGS(TZ, co2). Now, since Xm is compact and C has

property <P relative to Xh (and hence relative to Xm), there is a y > 0 such that

for every TxGXm, i.e., every p^x^q, supK£'$,(Tx,u>>) d(Tx, K)>2y. Evidently

then there is a Kx in ty*(Tx, u3) such that T^CInt Kx for all y such that

p(Tx, Ty) <y. Since h is a homeomorphism, it is easily seen that there is an

a>0 corresponding to y such that whenever |x — y\ ^a then p(Tx, Ty) <y.

Without loss of generality it may be supposed that p — a>0 and q+a<l.

Let X\=p — a, x2=p, x3 = p+a, ■ • ■ , Xi = p + (i — 2)a, • • ■ , xi+i

= p + (j—l)a, where j is chosen so that XjKq&Xj+i. For i = 2, 3, ■ • • , j,

choose St I in P*(TXi, w3) such that J^CInt Kt for all y with x,_i^y^x<+i.

This is possible for if x<_i^ys=Xi+i then |x,- — y\ ^a and p(TXi, Ty) <y.

It will now be shown that from Ki a sphere Kt in ty*(TXi, w3) can be

formed with the property that KiC\C = L^JRi with p(Lt, TXi_^} and p(7?„

TXi+l) both arbitrarily small, i — 2,3, ■ ■ ■ ,j. To see this let ft>0 be assigned.

For each * = 1, • ■ • ,j+l choose DiGD(TXi, /3) such that d(dDit C)>u3 and

DiGS(TXi, 0)2). Then Di+x, Ki, TXi, and w3 satisfy the seven hypotheses of

Lemma 6.1, as follows.

1. TXi is in X and separates AC\C and BC\C on A\JCVJB since each ele-

ment of Xh has these properties.

2. Ki G^*(TXi, at) by choice.

3. Since (TC/UInt Ki)GS(TXi, co3) and co3<^(rxi, ilUB), both A and 73
are separated from TXi by KI C\C on ^4WCUB. Hence CC\Ki has two com-

ponents and consists of a pair of elements Li and 7?/ of S.

4. From the above, if the notation is properly chosen, Li separates A
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and TXi while Ri separates TXi and B on A^JCVJB. By 2 of Theorem 4.1 and

Definition 4.2, TXi separates Li and Ri on A\JCVJB, so Li <TXi<Rl. Since

F„CInt Ki for all y with |x,—y| ga and since xt-_i+a = Xi = x,-_|.i — a,

Li <TXi_,<TXi<TXi+l<Ri. Letting Ui denote F»,PiC, z = 0, 1, • • • , j+1,

and noting that piUi, TXi) <0, it is seen from Lemma 3.1 that if a sufficiently

small number is used in place of 0 then Li < Ut-i < TXi < Ui+i <Ri.

5. Since U,+i = Di+if\C, then p(C/,+1, C(~\Di+i) <w for every «>0 so Di+i

satisfies condition 5 of Definition 2.31 for being in 35(Z7,-+i, u) for every «>0.

That Di+i also satisfies all the other conditions of 2.31 follows from the fact

that Di+i was chosen in 2)(FIi+1, 0).

6. Since Di+iCS(FIi+1, <o2) and KiE^*iTXi, a,), then D.+iVJJ^CSt-M", &*)

for Di+iC\C, TXf+v and FIt. are all in M and W2>w3. But co»<d(M, .4W.B) so

iDn.iKJKi)r\iAUB) = n.
7. By choice of Di+U d(3D,-+i, C) >co3.

Thus Lemma 6.1 applies so there is a jST/' in ^*(FIi? w3) with Ki'(~\C

—Li yJUi+i. In the same way it is verified that D<_i, A^,-', r#l, and co3 also

satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1 with Li < Ui-i<TXi< Uta, so there is

a Ki in $*iTxl, <o,) with KfnC= UiJJVtn, i = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , j.
Next it must be shown that Ki is in 0(FI4, w3), i = 2, • • • , j. The first

three conditions of Definition 6.2 are satisfied by Ki, TXi, and w3 by virtue of

KiSty*iTXi, u-z), while conditions 4 and 5 follow from the construction. Con-

dition 6 also holds, since SiC, co3)35(FI,., o>z)DKi.

Now Lemma 6.3 is to be applied to Ki and Kz. Since 0 <x2 <x3 = x2+a < 1,

and since each Ki has been shown to be in 0(FX<, a>3), Lemma 6.3 applies

provided Ui<Ui<U3<Ui. But r7,=D,nC and p(Firi, t/<) <ft so if 0 was
taken sufficiently small then Ui < Ui < • • • < Uj+i follows from TXl < Txs

< • • • <FIj+, and Lemma 3.1. Thus there is a K23 in OiTXl, w3) with

Ki3r\C=Ui\JUi and iA\JC\JB)C\\vit #23 = [i4UCUB]n[(Int X,)VJ(Int

Kz)]. This process is repeated with Ki3 and if4 to obtain Ku, with i£M and

Ki to obtain i£26, and so on until a sphere Kij in Q(FX1, co3) is obtained with

Kijr\C=Ui\JUj+iand (^VJCU5)HInt i£Sy = (4 UCVJS) Pi [(Int KJU ■ ■ ■
yjilnt Kj) ]. Every point of M lies in a Fx for some x with £ gxgg and hence

with Xigx^Xy so JfCInt X2y.

Thus three spheres have been obtained, first K0 in 0(Fo, «0 with

Kor\iA^JCVJB) =L0KJR0 where L0 is a point of .4 and R0 separates Tp and

F, on AKJCUB, second K2y in 0(FX1, w3) with AV^UGOB) = UJJUj+i

where Z7i separates F0 and Tp i = TXi) on (4VJCU5) and Uj+i separates F„

(for q<Lxi+i) and Fi on (4UCUS), and third Ki in Q(ri, un) with 2^

CAUCUS) =Li\JRi where Zi separates Fp and Tq on (^WCUS) and i?i

is a point of 5. Hence L0< £/i<i?0< t7y+1 and L0<Li< U,+i<Ri so, since

0<£<1, Lemma 6.3 can be applied, first to K0 and Ki}- to obtain a X' in

O(F0, wi) with X'n(4UCU5) =LeU[/y+,, and then to X' and #1 to obtain
a AT in O(F0, <o0 with KniAUCUB) =L9\JRi.
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Then (A\JC\JB)Hint K is the union of those portions of (AKJC^JB)

which were in the interior of any one of the three spheres 7£0, Ktj, and 7m. But

any point of C lies in Tx for some x, and hence is interior to KB, Kzj, or TCi

according as O^x^p, p^x^q, or g^xgl. Thus CCInt K. Also, since

KG£l(T0, coi), KGS(C, ui)GS(C, e). That K is polyhedral follows from the
fact that it is locally polyhedral modulo Cand does not meet C. This completes

the proof, but a fact that will prove useful later should be noted here; i.e.,

the sphere K meets each of the rays A, B in a single point.

8. The strong enclosure property. For the standard cell Ek and a given

e>0 it is evident that not only is there a polyhedral 2-sphere M in S(Ek, e)

with E*CInt M, but the sphere M may be taken to be the boundary of a

convex 3-cell so that a straight ray meeting Ek only at its initial point meets

M in a single point. Consequently any tame cell will have the following prop-

erty.

8.1. Definition. A cell C is said to have the strong enclosure property

provided to each hG& there corresponds a pair of disjoint topological rays A, B

and a sequence of polyhedral 2-spheres {Mi} which meet the following conditions:

1. A(B) meets C only at its initial point aGT0\dTo(bGTx\dTi).

2. A^JB is locally polyhedral modulo C.

3. MiGS(C, l/i) and CCInt Mt,i = l,2, ■ ■ ■ .
4. Mi meets each of the rays A, B in a single point, i = 1, 2, • ■ • .

Whether or not a cell with the enclosure property can fail to have the

strong enclosure property is an unanswered question, although it has already

been shown that the sets A, B, and {Mi} can be chosen satisfying all condi-

tions except possibly condition 4 whenever C has the enclosure property.

8.2. Theorem. If C is a cell with property <P, then a necessary and sufficient

condition that C have the strong enclosure property is that C have the uniform

disk property.

Proof of sufficiency. Let h G& be assigned and choose rays A 0, Bo satisfying

all the conditions of Definition 8.1 except possibly condition 4. Let e,- be a

null sequence of positive numbers, and for each integer i let T0i be a (k — 1)-

cell such that (1) T0i\dT0i contains a=AoC\C, (2) TotGTo, and (3) ToiGS(a,

et). Also for each i let Tu be a (fe — l)-cell with similar relationships with

b=Bo(~\C and 7\. Then for each i a homeomorphism hiG& can be chosen

so that hi(0XEk-1)=T0i and hi(lXEk-i) = Tu. (In case C is a 1-cell each hi

may be taken to be h itself, for then T0i = To and Tu—Tx.)

Now for each successive i the cell C has property fP relative to Xhi and the

uniform disk property relative to Xhit so the construction of Theorem 7.1

with e,- used as the e can be carried out. It is recalled that in this construction

the original rays (call them .4,_i and 73,_0 were replaced by a new pair (call

them Ai and 5,-) which had the property that A\Ai-x (Bt\Bi-x) was an arc

obtained by deforming a sub-arc of a sphere K0 in S(T0i, e.) [7m in S(Tu, eO ]
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an arbitrarily small distance, so that Ai\Ai^xGS(T0i, e,) and B,\Bi^x

GS(Txi, ei) may be assumed. The result of this construction was a polyhedral

sphere (say Mi) in S(C, ei) with CCInt Mi which met each of the rays Ai, 5,-

in a single point. Evidently the sequence e,- can be chosen so that MiGS(C,

l/i) and also sufficiently small that any sequence {a,} with atGA<V4,-_i must

have limit a. To see the latter it is only necessary to note that if aiGA,\Ai-x

then aiGS(T0i, ei) so there is an a* in Tot such that d(ai, a)^d(ai, a**)

+d(a?, a)^ei+d(a?, a). But d(a?, a) <e„ for ToiGS(a, ei) by choice, so

d(a{, a) ^2e,-. Similarly any sequence {&,■} with biGBt\Bi-i may be supposed

to have limit b.

At the ith stage of this iterative construction A < (Bi) is formed by replac-

ing a sub-arc At (B?) of A^i (73,-_0 by an arc A** = Ai\Ai_x (#,** =5A-B,-i).

Let A = [A9\UA?]V\JAi** and 73= [73„\U73i*]WU73i**. If the sequence {«,-}
is properly chosen, then A and Ai are identical on a sub-ray of A which in-

cludes all points of A that are separated from a by .4;**, so that A\a is topo-

logical^ a ray with the initial point deleted. This implies that A is a ray with

initial point a provided A =C1 (A\a), and this equality follows from the fact

that lim at = a for every sequence {a,} with aiGA?*. Similarly B is a ray.

Thus the sufficiency is established provided A, B, and the chosen sequence

{Mi} satisfy condition 4 of Definition 8.1. But MtC\A is the same as J7/\4<

provided A and A,- are the same exterior to a neighborhood of a which lies in

Int Mi, and this can be guaranteed by choosing e<+i sufficiently small.

Proof of necessity. Let hG$$ and w>0 be assigned. In order to show that

C has the uniform disk property it is necessary to exhibit a 6 > 0 such that for

every TGXh and e>0 there is a D in X)(T, e) with d(dD, C)>8 and DGS(T,

w). First the following statement must be established.

8.21. There is a ft>0 such that if U and T are any pair of elements of

Xh with UGS(T, ft, then p(T, U) <w/2.
If 8.21 is denied, then for each integer i there is a pair Ui, Ti of elements

of Xh with UiGS(T, l/i) and p(Tt, Ui)^u/2. Since Xh is an arc under the

metric p, it may be assumed that {Ti} and { Ui}, considered as elements of

Xh, converge to TGXh and UGXh respectively. Since p is a metric, p(T, U)

^w/2, and since Xh is an arc, T and U must be distinct elements of Xh and

hence disjoint sets in R*. Then a = d(T, U) is positive, and by definition of p,

the inclusions TiGS(T, a/4) and UiGS(U, a/4) must hold for all i greater

than some fixed TV. But if l/i<a/4 and i>N, then UiGS(Tit a/4) and hence

UiGS(T, a/2), contradicting UiGS(U, a/4) since these two sets are disjoint.

From 8.21 the following will be derived.

8.22. There is an 77 >0 such that if U and T are any pair of elements of

Xh and KG$*(T, 77), then UClnt K implies KG^*(U, a).

It is evident that no matter what 77 >0 is chosen K must satisfy all of the

requirements of Definition 2.21 for being in ty(U, w) except possibly KGS

(U, ui), and that U must separate the components of K(~\C whenever there
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are two, since F does so and both U and F are in Xh- Hence 8.22 follows if

v can be chosen so that iKKJlnt K) C5( U, u>) whenever (ATUInt K) C5(F, n).

Let »7=min (co/2, j8), where /? is the number required by 8.21, and suppose

pEiKVInt K)CSiT, tj). Then dip, U) ̂ dip, q)+diq, U) for any point q of
F, so dip, U) gi?+sup4Gr <%, £/) gco/2+p(F, t/)gw/2+co/2=co, and 8.22

follows.

Now since C has the strong enclosure property, two rays A' and B' and a

sequence {Mi} of polyhedral spheres satisfying Definition 8.1 can be chosen.

Let a = min [n, d(F„, FO/2, d(F0, 5'). <*(-4', Fi)] and choose ifo in <P*(F0, a)

and ATP in $*(Fi, a), where the index p will be explained below. The rays A'

and B' are used in the now familiar way to form rays A and B such that

AC\Ko is a point, Ar\Kp=F2, BC\Ko = \3, and BC\KP is a point. Since.4 and

B are identical with ^4' and B' in some neighborhood of C, it may be supposed

that A, B, and {Mi} satisfy Definition 8.1, for deleting a finite number of the

Mi would make this true.

For each USXh except F0 and Ti, a( U) =min [77, di U, AVJB) ] is positive,

and KiU)Ety*iU, ct[U]) can be chosen. Let MiU) denote the set of all

TGXh such that FCInt KiU), and take K0 = KiT0) and Kp = KiTi). Then
the collection of all M(£/) is an open covering of the arc Xh and corresponding

to the finite sub-covering which must exist is the collection K0, Kx, • • • , Kp.

[Ko and Kp must be present, since F0 and Fi lie in no MiU) except Af(F0)

and MiTi) respectively, by the choice of a(£/).] This collection and the arcs

A and B are seen to have the following properties.

1. A, B, and {Mi} satisfy Definition 8.1.

2. AC\Ki=\Z\ or Lo, a point, according as i>0 or i = 0, and BC\Ki—^\ or

Rp, a point, according as i<p or i=p.

3. KoC\Kp = U and K^iTo^Ti) = □ for all i.
4. For each F in 2j> there is an index i such that FCInt Ki, and hence

tfAJInt KtCSiT, a) by the choice of 77.

Now for each t = 0, 1, • • • , p the set KiC\iA\JC\JB) is the union of two

components Li and Ri, and each Li, Ri is in J except that L0 is a point of A

and i?j, is a point of J5. A collection a0, ai, • ■ ■ ,oP of polyhedral simple closed

curves can therefore be chosen so that <r, separates Li and Ri on Ki, i = 0, 1,

• • • , p. It will be shown that 5 = d(C, 0"o^ ■ • • ^0"?) is the number cor-

responding to the assigned w required for the uniform disk property relative

toXh.

For let T(E.Xh and e>0 be assigned. Then an index j can be chosen so

that FCInt ify. Corresponding to e there is an ei>0 such that if D is in

£>(F, ei) then D is also in £>(F, e) and DPCCInt Kj. It may be assumed that

£>CInt Kj, for some sub-disk of the original D is in 3)(F, e) and has this

property. From the sequence {Mi} choose a sphere M which separates C from

dDVJai^J • • • U(TP and meets A and B in the points a and b respectively. Then
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M and D may be taken in relative general position so that MC\D (which is

non-null) is the union of a finite collection of mutually disjoint simple closed

curves sx, • • • , s„. Each Si bounds a disk 7>, on D and a pair of disks Xi and

Yi on M, where Xt contains the point a = MC\A. If there is an i for which

DiH\C= □. then the theory of linkages may be used as before to show that

Yi(~\(A\JCUB) = □, and M may be replaced by the result of deforming

(M\Yi)\JDi semi-linearly away from D so as to reduce the number of indices

i for which 7?<nC=D- The fact that (T>AJF,)fM,4UCUB) = D is used to
guarantee that the new M retains the property CCInt M. After a finite

number of repetitions, each remaining P, contains DC\C, so that they are

simply ordered by set inclusion and D can be replaced by Dx, the minimal

remaining Dt. Then DXGX)(T, e), AC Int TC,-, and Di/~\M = si=dDi.

Now M and TC,- are taken in relative general position and application of the

theory of linkages yields the result that any simple closed curves on Kj(~\M

which bound a sub-disk of TC,\(.4UCW73) also bound a sub-disk of

M\(i4UCUB). A new M is formed for which the number of such curves of

intersection with TC,- is less than before. It must be noted that dDi is a subset

of the new M and that <r,- does not meet it. Repetition removes all such com-

ponents of MC\Kj so that MC\Kj becomes the union of a finite collection of

mutually disjoint simple closed curves s{, sz , • • • , s„, each of which sepa-

rates a and o on M as well as Lj and T?,- on TC,-. Then dDx=sx is interior to TC,-

and lies on M, so that Sx(~\si = □ for every choice of i and the curves have

a natural order sx , s{, ■ ■ ■ , s,', sx, s'1+i, ■ • • , sjj, induced by set inclusion of

the sub-disks of M\b which they bound. By the choice of this order 5- and

Si together separate M into three components, an open disk containing a,

an open disk containing b, and an open annular ringR such that Rf\Kj= □

and CI R = R\Jsq\Jsi. Since siCInt TC,-, CI 7? is contained in TCAJInt TC,-.

Similarly si and o-,- bound an annular ring 7?* on TC,-. Evidently 7?*=7>iUZ?

UZ?* is a disk which is contained in TC,UInt TC,- and hence in S(T, co) and

dD* =<Tj so that d(C, D*)>8. Thus D* is the required disk provided it can be

shown to be in D(T, e).

To show this it must be verified that D*, T, and e satisfy the six conditions

of Definition 2.31. Condition 1 is fulfilled by construction and condition 2

follows from the fact that dD* =o-,- was chosen to separate L, and 7?,-, the com-

ponents of 7C,-nC, on TC,-. Since D*r\C = DxC\C = Dr\C, condition 3 is ful-

filled. Since 7?*C(T>WJ7UZC,) and all three of these sets are locally poly-

hedral modulo C, so must D* be. This is condition 4, and condition 5 follows

from D*f\C = Dr\C and DGX)(T, e). Since there is some neighborhood U of

D*C\C such that Ur\D*=UC\D, condition 6 for D* follows also from

DGX)(T, e). This completes the proof.

8.3. Theorem. If C has the strong enclosure property and the disk property,

then C has property *P.
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Proof. Let TE.X and e>0 be assigned. Only the case TC\dC — dT will be

considered since the adjustments to the following argument needed when

TC\dC = T are easily made. Therefore there is an &G§ and a number p with

0<p<l such that T = hipXEk~1). For any pair of numbers m, n with

0<m<p<n<l, a triple of 1-cells Io={x£El\0^x^m}, Ii={xC-E1\n

gxgl}, and ^2= {xG-E1!m^x^n} is defined. This in turn determines a

triple of sub-cells of C of dimension k, C,=A(F»X.E*_1), *=0, 1, and 2. Evi-

dently FoCCo, FiCG, and FCG, and if p—m and n—p are taken suffi-
ciently small, CjC5(F, e/2). Now choose another pair of numbers r, s so that

m<r<p<s<n, and note that Fr separates Co and Ton C while F, separates

T and G on C.

Since Chas the disk property a pair of disks Z>rG©(Fr,/3) and .D,G3)(F„j8)
may be chosen, and by Lemma 3.1 if 0 is taken sufficiently small then

Dr iD,) separates F and Tm (F„) on C. This requires that DT (F>0 separate F

and Co (CO on C. Also R = DrH\C and S = D,(~\C are a pair of elements of I

which lie in Ct and hence it may be supposed that Dr^JD, is in SiT, e), since

this can be assured by taking sub-disks of the original ones.

A pair of rays A, B, and a sequence of spheres {Mi} satisfying Definition

8.1 are now chosen, and again taking sub-disks of DT and D, as new disks Dr,

D, the relation iDX)Dt)r\iA\JB) = □ can be made to hold. Now let 5 be
min [e/2, <f(C, dDrKJdD,)] and choose a polyhedral 2-sphere M from the se-

quence {Mi} so that M is in 5(C, 5), CCInt if, and M meets 4 and B in a

single point each. Taking Af and Dr\JD, in relative general position, using

the theory of linkages, and replacing sub-disks of M\iA VJB) by sub-disks of

(DrVJF>0\C, a new M is formed such that each component of MC\iDr\JD,)

is a simple closed curve separating a = AfP.4 and b = Mf~\B on AT. Since i?

separates o and 5 on C, if the 5 above was chosen sufficiently small then Dr

separates a and D, on 5(C, 5) and hence on M. But this requires that some

component Si of DrC\M separate a and D,(~\M on Af and hence a simple closed

curve Sj of DTC\M can be found such that if Xj is the sub-disk of M\D,

bounded by Sj then XjC\Dr = Sj. Let ilf0* denote the 2-sphere which is the

union of Xj and the sub-disk of DT bounded by sy. That GCInt Mo* is readily

established, for CoCExt Mo leads to a contradiction. Similarly a 2-sphere

Afi* with GCInt Mi is formed from M and D,.

Now let 77>0 be chosen less than e/2 and so that 5(C0, 7j)CInt M0*,

5(G, ij)CInt Mi*, and 5(C, 7?)n(Jf0*VJM1*) =5(C, ij)n(Z?rVJZ>.). Choose

from the sequence {Aftf} a 2-sphere N with NCSiC, 77) such that CCInt AT

and Af meets each of the sets A and B in a single point. As before, it may be

assumed that each component of Nf^iDJUD,) = NC^iMo*^M?) is a simple

closed curve separating NC\A and NC\B on A7. These simple closed curves

si, si, • • • , 5„ bound sub-disks Xi, Xi, ■ • • , X„ of N\B and since the s< are

disjoint and each Xi contains NC\A, it may be assumed that X1C.X1C. • • •

C.X„. Some of the Si are on Dr and some are on D„ so an index j can be found
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such that Sj lies on one of these two sets (say on DT) while s]+x lies on the other.

The pair s,-, Sj+x bound an annular ring T?,- on TV and s, bounds a disk T>r,- on

Dr while Sj+x bounds a disk Daj on D,. Let TC = T>r,UTc,UD„-. That TC is a topo-

logical 2-sphere which is locally polyhedral modulo C follows from the con-

struction, as does the fact that KC\C = R\JS where both R and S are in T.

Thus $ is in %(T, e) provided TCInt TC and KGS(T, e).

To see that the latter holds, it is noted first that Drj\JD,jGDr\JD,GS(T,

e/2), so KGS(T, e) if RjGS(T, e). Suppose there is a point p of 7?,- such that

d(p, T) ̂  e. Since RjGNGS(C, rj) and n < e/2, there is a point q of C such that

d(p, q)<e/2. That qGCz cannot be, for then d(p, T)^d(p, q)+d(q, T)<e,

so qGCi for i=0 or t = l. But 5(C,-, 7j)CInt JIT/* so this requires pGlnt M?

for one choice of i, say i = 0. The choice of M0* and JTi* is seen to assure that

Tkf0*CExt Mx* and Afi*CExt Mo*, and since RjC\(Mo*\JMx*) =s/Usj+x=dRj,

7?,\(5,-Us,+0 lies in (Ext 7fcfo*)n(Ext Mi*). Hence RjCUnt 7kf0* = D and
£GInt Mo* is a contradiction, proving that KGS(T, e).

It follows from the arguments above that Int TC and Int Mt are disjoint

for i = 0 and i = l. Hence the components C0' and Ci of C\TC determined by

Co and Ci are in Ext TC. If 7"CExt TC then the third component Cr of C\TC

is also in Ext TC and a contradiction is reached just as in the proof of Lemma

6.1.
Thus since e and T were arbitrary and KG^(T, e) has been found, it fol-

lows that C has property *P.

9. Conclusion. Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 combine to give the following result.

9.1. Theorem. If C is a k-cell in R3for k = 1, 2, or 3, and has any two of the

following three properties, then it also has the third.

1. Property <P.

2. The uniform disk property.

3. The strong enclosure property.

9.2. Theorem. If C is a l-cell in R? with property <P, then C has the strong

enclosure property.

If the word strong is deleted here, this becomes a restatement of Theorem

1 of Harrold [6]. The proof given by Harrold, together with the proof of suffi-

ciency in Theorem 8.2, establish 9.2 as stated.

9.3. Corollary. If C is a l-cell with property "P, then C has the uniform

disk property.

Example 1.1 of Fox-Artin [4] is a l-cell which can be shown to have the

uniform disk property but not the enclosure property, and hence of course,

not property 'P. Whether or not a 2-cell or a 3-cell with property ¥ can fail to

have the enclosure property and/or the uniform disk property is an unanswered

question.
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